growth in almost all cases tested, this does not prove periments in yeast which suggested that some TAFs do a general role in transcription. Previously, only genenot play a general role in Pol II transcription (Moqtaderi specific transcription defects were observed upon TAF et al., 1996; Walker et al., 1996). These findings were inactivation in vivo. First, a temperature-sensitive (ts) in surprising contrast to early biochemical experiments mutation in the largest mammalian TAF (TAF250; prowhich showed that TAFs were necessary to reconstitute posed to be the central scaffold for assembly of the activated transcription in purified human and Drosophila TAFs), caused gene-specific transcription defects at the systems (Burley and Roeder, 1996; Verrijzer and Tjian, nonpermissive temperature. This dependence on TAF250 1996). Six new papers addressing the general requirehas been mapped to both the promoter and enhancer ment for TAFs in gene regulation ( 
